
UNIT 4: Human Settlements and its Impact

Read the case study on a human settlement given below and answer the questions:

Bangalore - India’s IT hub (Information Technology)

Why is Bangalore the perfect location for businesses?

Bangalore is located on the Deccan Plateau and has a pleasant climate. It

is known as the ‘Garden City’ because of its dust-free environment and

high quality of life. This causes many Indian and foreign companies to

invest in Bangalore.

Bangalore is also centrally located and well-connected to other major

cities in the country. Therefore, many Indian and foreign companies  start

their business in this city.

Map of India

Question 1:

a. Identify one natural factor that impacts settlement in Bangalore.

b. Give reasons for the above answer.



What is the main activity in Bangalore?

Bangalore is the most important city in India for the high-technology industry.

The Indian government has set up two major companies in Bangalore:

1. The aerospace and defense company - Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd.

2. The space agency - Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) -
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Also, there are many colleges for higher education in science and technology in the city. Currently, it

has more than 21 engineering colleges.

For the first time in the 1980’s, a large-scale American company called Texas Instruments invested in

Bangalore. This led to other foreign companies investing in Bangalore. Soon, Bangalore became the

most important center for ICT, aerospace and biotechnology.

NASDAQ, the world’s biggest stock exchange company based in New York City, opened its

international office in Bangalore in 2001. Due to this, Bangalore is also known for its

Question 2:

a. Choose the main function of settlement in Bangalore -

● Administrative

● I.T. industry

● Tourism

b. Give two pieces of evidence from the text to support your above answer.



What factors support Bangalore’s development?

North American and European companies set up high-tech companies in Bangalore because -

1. They wish to hire trained IT professionals at a low cost or salary.

2. People are highly-skilled at technology.

3. Most people speak in English.

Question 3:

a. The factors mentioned in the paragraph above are natural or man-made factors of
settlement?

b. Give reasons for your answer.

Bangalore - Pattern of Settlement
Here is a map of Bangalore:



Question 4:

a. Identify the pattern of settlement of Bangalore.

b. Explain this pattern of settlement in your own words.



What type of settlement is Bangalore?

In 2020, Bangalore had a population of over 10 million people (1 crore). It is the mother city for

high-technology industries. With more people migrating to Bangalore for job opportunities, the

government has expanded the place to merge with surrounding towns.

Bangalore now has the following features and services:

1. Many skyscrapers

2. Tech parks where international company offices are located

3. Numerous cybercafes to work on computers, have coffee and use WiFi.

Question 5:
a. Circle the correct answer:

Bangalore is a ___rural / urban___ settlement.

b. Under rural or urban, what type of settlement is Bangalore?

c. Give two reasons for your answer.



Answer any ONE of the following:

Would you like to live in Bangalore? Give three reasons to support your opinion.

If not Bangalore, which settlement would you like to live in? Give three reasons to support
your opinion.

Glossary:

Word Meaning Picture

I.T. Information Technology

Deccan Plateau Region located in southern India



Invest To put in money in the bank, business

or property to make a profit

Aerospace Related to building aircrafts, rockets
and material for space

Biotechnology Using bacteria and living organisms to
create different products

ICT Information and Communications
Technology.

It is part of the I.T. industry.

Infrastructure Basic services needed for a place,
example - building, transports,
electricity.


